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U.S. Presidents, English Merchants, & a Heroic Bee Keeper | History Previews, Mar. 2018

Book Review: Henrietta’s Journal – A Life of Compromise by Carolyn P. Schriber
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Book Review: No Longer Oppressed (Freedom Series Book 3) by Rai Lindsay-Wallace

17 Monday Earlybird Book Releases + some that are going live at midnight...


Book Review: Master Todoist – How to Use a Simple App to Create Actionable To-Do Lists and Organize Your Life by SJ Scott

Book Review: Match Pointe – Bad Boys and Show Girls (Love and Play Series) by Amelie S. Duncan

Book Review: Angel's Prey (Hunting Royal Blood Book 1) by Serenity Rose
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Book Review – Disorderly Conduct: The Academy by Tessa Bailey
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The Art of Wrath
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Leveling Up In The Video Game Industry, Without Checkpoints: ‘Significant Zero’
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Book Review: The Cat Connection by Lawrence Matthews
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A Suicide Reverberates In ‘The Ninth Hour’
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James Baldwin’s Lesson for Teachers in a Time of Turmoil

Book Review: Shattered Image – Volume 1 (The Chain of Lakes) by Stacy Monson

Book Review: Dance of Grace – Volume 2 (The Chain of Lakes) by Stacy Monson

Book Review: The Color of Truth – Volume 3 (The Chain of Lakes) by Stacy Monson

Book Review: Amanda (Victorian Melodramas Book 2) by Vanessa Brooks

Book Review: Drunk Chickens and Burnt Macaroni by Mary Smith

Book Review: No More Mulberries by Mary Smith
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Politics in Prose | Wyatt’s World

Book Review: Auburn Ride – A Johnny Delarosa Thriller (The Delarosa Series Book 1) by
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Mormon Church Drops $35 Million On Printer's Manuscript Of The Book Of Mormon
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“Sometimes People Write Poetry with Their Feet”: A Conversation with Tamim Al-Barghouti

Nuclear Apocalypse Now?

How the bestseller ‘The Vegetarian,’ translated from Han Kang’s original, caused an uproar in South Korea

Abandon All Taste, Ye Who Enter Here

20 Friday Finds & Reader Recommendations – September 22nd 2017
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